Let A and B be simply ordered sets and A XB the cartesian product ordered by first differences. Sufficiency conditions are given on the sets A and B for the existence of fixed points in the set AXB (Theorem 2). Sufficiency conditions are given on the sets A, B, and C for the incomparability of the order types1 \A XB\ and \A XC\ (| CXA\ and | CXB\) (Corollary 2 of Theorem 7). The content of Theorem 4 is that if {A^} is a family of 2^0 linear sets, each containing a fixed point, then there exists a subset G of RXR, where R denotes the real numbers, such that for each element x in R, if Bx = {y\ (x, y) £G}, either Bx is empty or is one of the sets A%. Furthermore, if p is a fixed point in Bx, then (x, p) is a fixed point in G.
1. Fixed points of ordered sums and products. The element p of the simply ordered set A is said to be a fixed point of A if fip) = p for every similarity transformation / of A into A. Lemma 1. Let p and q be fixed points of the disjoint simply ordered sets A and B respectively. Then either p or q is a fixed point of the ordered sum, C = A-\-B.2
Proof.
Assume the contrary, i.e., assume that there exist similarity transformations/ and g of C into C for which fip) ^p and giq)^q.
Suppose that fip) <p. Then the function h, which is defined by A(x) = x for x>p, x in A, and hix) =/(x) for x^p, is a similarity transformation of A into A for which hip) y^p. From this contradiction of p being a fixed point in A, we see that/(p) >p. Analogous arguments show that giq) <q, fiq)Sq, and gip)^p. Let k be the similarity transformation of C into C which is defined by &(x) =/(x) for x<q and k(x) -x for x^.
This shows that without loss of generality we may suppose that/(x)=x for x=£q, and likewise, that g(x)=x for xgp.
Suppose that fg(B) is a subset of B. As q is a fixed point in B, /#(?) =a-0n the other hand, since g(q) <q, it follows that fg(q) <f(q) = q. From this contradiction we conclude that fg(B)C\A is nonempty, and thus that/g(^4) is a proper subset of A.
Since fg, acting on A, is a similarity transformation of A into A, fg(P) =P-But/[#(/>) ] =f(p) >p-This is a contradiction.
Thus either p or q is a fixed point in C. Q.E.D.
Remark. It is not true, in general, that both p and q are fixed points in C. One need only consider the case where .<4={£|£^w}, B = {£|«<£^co+co}, p=(o, and g=w+co.
Corollary. If {Ax, A2, ■ ■ ■ , An\ are a family of pairwise disjoint sets, and pj is a fixed point in Aj, then at least one of the points pj is a fixed point in the ordered sum, C = Ai-\-• • • -\-An. Proof. Using induction suppose that the theorem has been demonstrated for re = 2, 3, • • ■ , k.
To prove the first sentence in (a) suppose that p is not a fixed point in the set 5 = U,-gt+i^4,-, i.e., there is a similarity transformation / of B into B for which f(p) 7^p. Let m be the largest integer -k for which f(Pi)^Pi iov j = m. If m<k, then f(pm+i) =pm+i-Thus the function g on C=\J{£kAi, which is defined by g(x) =/(x) for x <pm+i and g(x) =x for x^pm+i, is a similarity transformation. Since g(p) r*p, our induction hypothesis that p is a fixed point in C is contradicted. Now suppose that m = k. As is easily seen from our induction hypothesis, f(pm) >pm-Let D=Ak^JAk+i-Let h be the similarity transformation of D into D which is defined by g(x) =x for x<pm, and g(x) =/(x) for x^pm. Since | Af\ m | Aj\, from I of §2 of [4], pm is a fixed point in D. But g(pm)9^pm. From this contradiction we see that p must be a fixed point in B.
To see the second sentence in (a) let g2 be a similarity transformation of A2 into Ai. Since g-J2 is a similarity transformation of A, into Ai and p is a fixed point in Ai, g2[f2ip)] =p. Let a be the similarity transformation of Ai\JA2 into A^Ak+i which is defined by d(x) =fkix) for x in Ai and <r(x) =/*+ig2(x) for x in ^42-Since |^4iW^42| = \AAJAk+i\,byloi%2oi
[4], a\j2ip)] =fk+i(p) is a fixed point in Ak^JAk+i-By a method analogous to that in the preceding paragraph one shows that pk+i is fixed in Ak-i^~)Ak^~)Ak+i, then fixed in Ak-2{JAk-iyJAk\JAk+i, etc, and finally, fixed in \Jjik+iAj.
To see part (b) suppose that both p and p2 are fixed points in the set AiKJA2. Furthermore, suppose that for some j, there exists a similarity transformation f of B into B for which fip/) 9^pj. Clearly j <n. lifipj) <pj, then it is easy to construct a similarity transformation g of Ui£jAi into \JiSjAi for which gipj)^pj. This contradicts part (a) for n=j. If fip,)>pj, then there exists a similarity transformation h of \Jj£iznAi into U,g,gB-4« for which hip/)9^pj. By proceeding as in the previous paragraph we see that pj is fixed in Aj\JAj+i.
On applying (a) we see that pj is fixed in Uyg,g"^4<. Since hipj)9ipj we have a contradiction. Therefore fipj) =pj. Q.E.D. We now consider the existence of fixed points in the set A XB, where A XB is ordered by first differences, i.e., are finite. Let Na be the equivalence class, determined by the equivalence relation R, which contains the element a. The order type of the set Na is either w, co*, co*+co, or n, where n is finite. Now let/ be a similarity transformation of A XB into A XB. Suppose that the order type of the set Na is w, i.e., the elements of Na are yi <y2 < • • • < yn< ■ ■ ■ . Let E be the set of A coordinates of the elements of the set fiNaXB).
Since a is a fixed point of B, by Lemma Thus the set E is infinite. Let zx<z2< ■ ■ ■ <zn< ■ ■ • be a sequence of points of E. Let g(yn)=zin+2 if y"^24n+2, and g(yn)=Zin+z if yn = 24"+2. If the order type of the set Na is co*, or w*+w, then g can be defined analogously to the above, so that g(x)^x for each x in Na. Finally, suppose that the order type of the set Na is n, where n is finite. Again let E be the set of A coordinates of elements in the set f(NaXB). Let F={x\c<x<d, c£E, d^E, xElA] and G = E\JF.
Since \B\ \j\ <\B\ | (j + 1)| the power of the set G is at least n. If the power of the set G is greater than n, then a similarity transformation g, of Na into G, can be defined in such a manner that g(x)?±x. If the power of G is exactly n, then a similarity transformation g, from At o G, can be defined in precisely one way.
The function g is thus defined to be one-to-one on each set A7,,, and as is easily seen, is also one-to-one on all of A. Clearly g preserves the order of the elements. Thus g is a similarity transformation of A If each point of B is a fixed point of B, then the conclusion of Theorem 2 can be strengthened.
First, however, we prove a general result on similarity transformations.
Lemma 2. Let g be a similarity transformation of CXD into EXF which has the property that for each element a in C, there are at least two elements u(a) and v(a), u(a) <v(a), in E such that
Then (a) for a given element p in C and a given element q in E, where u(p) S q^v(p), a similarity transformation h of C into E can be found so that h(p)y^q, and for each element a in C, either h(a)=u (a) or h(a) = v(a); and (b) if C = E, then h can be chosen so that h(a)^a and u(a) g«(<z) ^v(a). If viyj+i)^yj+i, let hiyi+x) =viyj+i). Suppose that viyj+i) =yj+i. As yy and yy+i are consecutive elements in E, fl(;yy)=3'y-If viy3)-yj, then from our induction hypothesis that hiy^^yj, and hiy^^viy,), we see that A(y,-) <yy. In this case, let /f(yy+i) =w(;y/+i) =3'y-If ^(yy) <y,-, let ^(yy+i) =3'y. Note that «(yy+i) ^fe(yy+i) gz)(yy+1). In this way the function h is defined on Na. If the order type of Na is «*, «*+&>, or », then an analogous argument is applicable. The function h is thus defined on each set 7Va, and hence on all of E. Clearly it is a similarity transformation and satisfies the conclusions in (b). Q.E.D. A simply ordered set E is called exact if E is nonempty and if each point of £ is a fixed point. Theorem 3. Let p be a fixed point of E and let F be an exact set. Then for each element y in F, ip, y) is a fixed point of EXF.
Proof. Let g be any similarity transformation of EXF into itself. Let a be any element of E for which there exists an element b such that giaXF)QibXF).
For each element y in F, let miy)=z, where g[(a, y)] ~(b, z). The function miy) is a similarity transformation of Pinto F. As Pis exact, miy) =y for each element y in F, i.e., g[ia, y) ] = (o, y). Therefore giaXF) = ibXF).
Suppose that gipXF) is not the set ipXF). Let Corollary.
// E and F are both exact, then EXF is exact.
2. Imbedding sets. The set of real numbers, ordered in the natural manner, is denoted by R. A subset of R is called a linear set. By 6 is meant the smallest ordinal number whose power is 2^».
Let A0 be a given linear exact set of power 2^0. For each ordinal number if where 1 ^£<0 let A( be a linear set which is similar to A0. Well order the elements of ^40 into the sequence {x{}{<» and let G=U«e(x(XA().
Consider the set G so obtained. G is a subset of RXR. The order type of G is -40X^4o, and so is exact by the corollary to Theorem 3. Furthermore, for each element x in R, if Bx = {y\ (x, y)(E.G\, then either Bx is empty or else is one of the sets A(. This suggests the question of whether or not there exists an exact subset G of RXR, which has the property that the family of sets {.BzlxG-R} contains all linear exact sets. No such set G can exist, however, since there are 22h° exact linear sets and only 2^« sets Bx. Now if we only demand that the family of sets [Bx\ contain a preassigned family of 2^o exact linear sets, then the set G does exist. More precisely we have Theorem 4. Let {Ai\% <0} be a family of nonempty linear sets A( such that for each £, |^4{| <|i?j.
Then there exists a subset G of RXR with the following properties:
(a) For each element x in R, the set Bx={y\ (x, y)£G} is either empty or else is one of the sets A $.
(b) For each set A^ there is only one element x in R such that Bx -A( c) The set T= {x\Bxt*0} is exact. (d) If p is a fixed point in Bx, then (x, p) is a fixed point in G.
Proof. The demonstration is divided into two cases. (a) Suppose that only a denumerable number of the sets, say \An\n<y^.co\, are of power ^2 each. By (a, b) is meant the open interval {x|a<x<o} of R. Let S denote the set of positive real numbers. For each n<y let C" be a subset of (2w, 2« + l) which is similar to A". Let/ be a similarity transformation of S into 5 which is not the identity function on (2m + 1, 2w+2) for some n<y. Let P be the family of all such functions/.
The power of P is 2h». Denote by /* the inverse function of /. Well order the elements of 5 and P into the two sequences, {yj}£<« and {/{}{<«, respectively. Suppose that p is either a fixed point in d or p is a point in Y-Z, which is not a fixed point in Y. Then there exists a similarity transformation g of Finto Fsuch that gip) 9^p. Either p is in some set C,-, where i<y, or else p is in some set (2w-fT, 2w + 2), where n<y. Assume that the former is the situation. Since p is a fixed point of d, giCi) is not a subset of d. This implies that there exists an element gin Fsuch that g(g) j±q and q is in either (2i -1, 2i) or (2i + l, 2i+2). and Theorems 4 and 5 of [3] . Divide the family of sets {^4{|£<#}
into two disjoint families, {D(\^<iJ,^d} and {Cf|£<0}, where the first family is a nondenumerable number of sets, of power ^ 2 each. As is well known the elements of C can be divided into two disjoint sets, M= {us\i-<n} and N = {p"|>»<0}, such that M is dense in C, and each element wj is a condensation point of C (in the usual sense). Now denote by G the set G = U (m£ X Dt) KJ U (», X C).
The only property of G that is not self-evident is (d). To see that (d) is satisfied suppose the contrary, i.e., suppose that there exists a similarity transformation of G into G such tha.tf(p)?£p for some element p in G, where p = (d, t) and t is a fixed point in Bd-Since t is a fixed point in Bd, it follows that for some element (d, q) in the set where d^z. Suppose that z>d. Denote by P the set P= {x\d<x<z, x£C}. Note that/[(x, y)]>(x, y) for (x, y) in G, where x is in P. Since each element of C is a c-condensation point of C, the power of P is 2*V Suppose that for two elements Xi and X2, Xi<x2, in P, there exists an element x3 in C such that f(xi X BXl) r\ (x3 X Bx,) * 0 and /(*, X Bx,) C\ (x3 X Bm) ^ 0.
This implies that for each element m£ in Mr\P,f(utXD()C.(XiXBxs).
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Now there are a nondenumerable number of such elements W£, from the selection of the wj and v^. Since each set D$ contains at least two elements, it follows that the set (x3 XBX3) contains a nondenumerable number of disjoint intervals. But this is impossible since ix3XBXi) is similar to a subset of P. Consequently, for any two elements xi and x2 in P, /(xiXPx,) and/(x2XP*2) cannot meet the same set (x3XPi3).
This fact implies the following:
For each subset (xXPi) of G, where x is in P, select a definite element wx in Bx. Let g be the function which is defined by gix)=y, where/[(x, wx)] = iy, t). Then g is a similarity transformation of P into C-P.
From this we obtain two similar, disjoint subsets of C, of power 2^» each, P and giP). This, in turn, contradicts the fact that C does not contain two such sets. Therefore f[id, q) ] > id, q) is false. An analogous argument shows that/[(a\ q)]<id, q) is also false. Hence we are forced to conclude that no such function / can exist, i.e., the original point p is fixed. Q.E.D. Turning to sets E for which (E, E) is an A -pair we have Theorem 6. If E has the fixed point property, then (E, E) is an Apair.
Proof. Let g be a similarity transformation of EXD into EXF, and suppose that there are no two elements a and b in E for which g(aXD) is a subset of (bXF). This means that for each element a in E there are two elements, u(a) and v(a), u(a)<v(a), such that g(a X D) C\ (u(a) X F) ^ 0 and g(a X D) H (v(a) X F) ^ 0.
Applying Lemma 2 we obtain a similarity transformation hoi E into E such that for each element a in E, h(a)^a. This contradicts our assumption that E has the fixed point property. It therefore follows that there must exist two elements a and & in £ such that g(a XD) is a subset of (bXF), i.e., (E, E) is an A -pair.
Corollary
1. If E has a fixed point, then (E, E) is an A-pair.
Let £ be a well ordered set of order type a. Arens has shown that if a =w, then (E, E) is not an A -pair [l ] . We now extend that result. We may suppose that E is the set of ordinal numbers which are smaller than a. Suppose that a is a limit number. Consider the mapping/ of £XJ0, l} onto £X{o} which is defined as follows. For %<a and £ = <T{+W{, where <7{ = 0 or is a limit number, and «$ is a finite integer, let/[(£, 0) ] = (<r£+2«f, 0) and/[(£, 1) ] = fo + 2re{ + l, 0).
As a is a limit number/ is a similarity transformation of EX {0, 1} onto E X {0}. As / is one-to-one, there are no two elements a and b in E for which f(aX {0, 1}) is a subset of (b, 0). Thus (£, £) is not and |C|=|Z>|' [5] . Then \C\\C\ = \C\a.nd\C\ = \AXC\ = \BXC\ (\C\=\CXA\^\CXB\).
Theorem 7. Let A and B be any two sets for which there is no similarity transformation of A into B. Then (a) for any set C which has the fixed point property, there is no similarity transformation of CXA into CXB; (b) for any set C such that \C\ < \ C\ 2, there is no similarity transformation of A XCinto BXC.
Proof, (a) Suppose that/is a similarity transformation of CXA into CXB. For each element c in C,f(cXA)
is not a subset of (dXB), for some element din B. This is so since there is no similarity transformation of A into B. Thus there are at least two elements in B, u(c) and v(c), u(c) <v(c), such that f(c XA)C\ (u(c) XB) 7^ 0 and f(c X A) C~\ (u(c) X B) ^ 0.
By Lemma 2, a similarity transformation h of C into C can be found so that h(y) 9±y for each element y in C. This contradicts the fact that the set C has the fixed point property. Therefore no such similarity transformation / can exist. Naturally the question arises as to whether or not the conclusion of Theorem 7 remains valid if the hypotheses in (a) and (b) are reversed. The answer is in the negative as is now shown. For (a) let \A\ -2, \B\ = 1, and | C\ =«. Consider (b). A simply-ordered set E is said to be complete if every subset D of E has both a greatest lower bound and a least upper bound, in E. It is known that a complete set has the fixed point property [6] . Therefore the set C, where | C\ =1+X + 1, has the fixed point property. Let |^4| =co and |P| =co*. Clearly there is no similarity transformation of A into B. Yet |^4XC| = (l+X+l)«asXB(l+X+l)w*=|BxC|.
Using the methods of this paper one can show Theorem 8. // A and B each have the fixed point property, then the ordered sum A-\-B and the product AXB each have the fixed point property.
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